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ABSTRACT 15 

 16 
 Climate has changed on numerous time scales for various reasons and has always 17 

done so. In general, longer lived changes are somewhat larger but much slower than 18 

shorter lived changes. Processes linked with continental drift have affected atmospheric 19 

and oceanic currents and the composition of the atmosphere over tens of millions of 20 

years; in the Arctic, a global cooling trend has altered conditions near sea level from ice-21 

free year-round to icy. Within the icy times, variations in Arctic sunshine over tens of 22 

thousands of years in response to features of Earth’s orbit caused regular cycles of 23 

warming and cooling that were roughly half the size of the continental-drift-linked 24 

changes. This “glacial-interglacial” cycling has been amplified by colder times bringing 25 

reduced greenhouse gases and greater reflection of sunlight especially from more-26 

extended ice. This glacial-interglacial cycling has been punctuated by sharp-onset, sharp-27 

end (in some instances less than 10 years) millennial oscillations, which near the North 28 

Atlantic were roughly half as large as the glacial-interglacial cycles but which were much 29 

smaller Arctic-wide and beyond. The current warm period of the glacial-interglacial cycle 30 

has been influenced by cooling events from single volcanic eruptions, slower but longer 31 

lasting changes from random fluctuations in frequency of volcanic eruptions and from 32 

weak solar variability, and perhaps by other classes of events. Very recently, human 33 

effects have become evident, but they do not yet show either a size or duration that 34 

exceeds peak values of natural fluctuations further in the past. However, some projections 35 

indicate that human influences could become anomalously large in size and duration, and 36 

in speed.  37 
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6.1. Introduction  39 

 40 

Climate change, as opposed to change in the weather (the distinction is defined 41 

below), occurs on all time scales, ranging from several years to billions of years. The rate 42 

of change, typically measured in degrees Celsius (°C) per unit of time (years, decades, 43 

centuries, or millennia, for example, if climate is being considered) is a key determinant 44 

of the effect of the change on living things such as plants and animals; collections and 45 

webs of living things, such as ecosystems; and humans and human societies. Consider, 46 

for example, a 10°C change in annual average temperature, roughly the equivalent to 47 

going from Birmingham, Alabama, to Bangor, Maine. If such a change took place during 48 

thousands of years, as happens when the earth’s orbit varies and portions of the planet 49 

receive more or less energy from the Sun, ecosystems and aspects of the environment, 50 

such as sea level, would change, but the slow change would allow time for human 51 

societies to adapt. A 10°C change that appears in 50 years or less, however, is 52 

fundamentally different (National Research Council, 2002). Ecosystems would be able to 53 

complete only very limited adaptation because trees, for example, typically are unable to 54 

migrate that fast by seed dispersal. Human adaptation would be limited as well, and 55 

widespread challenges would face agriculture, industry, and public utilities in response to 56 

changing patterns of precipitation, severe weather, and other events. Such abrupt climate 57 

changes on regional scales are well documented in the paleoclimate record (National 58 

Research Council, 2002; Alley et al., 2003). This rate of change is about 100 times as fast 59 

as the warming of the last century. 60 
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Not all parts of the climate system can change this rapidly. Global temperature 61 

change is slowed by the heat capacity of the oceans, for example (e.g., Hegerl et al., 62 

2007). Local changes, particularly in continental interiors or where sea-ice changes 63 

modify the interaction between ocean and atmosphere, can be faster and larger. Changes 64 

in atmospheric circulation are potentially faster than changes in ocean circulation, owing 65 

to the difference in mass and thus inertia of these two circulating systems. This 66 

difference, in turn, influences important climate properties that depend on oceanic or 67 

atmospheric circulation. The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, for 68 

example, depends in part on ocean circulation, and thus it does not naturally vary rapidly 69 

(e.g., Monnin et al., 2001). Methane concentration in the atmosphere, on the other hand, 70 

has increased by more than 50% within decades (Severinghaus et al., 1998), as this gas is 71 

more dependent on the distribution of wetlands, which in turn depend on atmospheric 72 

circulation to bring rains.  73 

In the following pages we examine past rates of environmental change observed 74 

in Arctic paleoclimatic records. We begin with some basic definitions and clarification of 75 

concepts. Climate change can be evaluated absolutely, using numerical values such as 76 

those for temperature or rainfall, or they can be evaluated relative to the effects they 77 

produce (National Research Council, 2002). Different groups often have differing views 78 

on what constitutes “important.” Hence, we begin with a common vocabulary. 79 

 80 

6.2. Variability Versus Change; Definitions and Clarification of Usage  81 

 82 

Climate scientists and weather forecasters are familiar with opposite sides of very 83 
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common questions. Does this hot day (or month, or year) prove that global warming is 84 

occurring? or does this cold day (or month, or year) prove that global warming is not 85 

occurring? Does global warming mean that tomorrow (or next month, or next year) will 86 

be hot? or does the latest argument against global warming mean that tomorrow (or next 87 

month, or next year) will be cold? Has the climate changed? When will we know that the 88 

climate has changed? To people accustomed to seven-day weather forecasts, in which the 89 

forecast beyond the first few days is not very accurate, the answers are often not very 90 

satisfying. The next sections briefly discuss some of the issues involved.  91 

 92 

 6.2.1 Weather Versus Climate  93 

The globally averaged temperature difference between an ice age and an 94 

interglacial is about 5°–6°C (Cuffey and Brook, 2000; Jansen et  al., 2007). The 12-hour 95 

temperature change between peak daytime and minimum nighttime temperatures at a 96 

given place, or the 24-hour change, or the seasonal change, may be much larger than that 97 

glacial-interglacial change (e.g., Trenberth et al., 2007). In assessing the “importance” of 98 

a climate change, it is generally accepted that a single change has greater effect on 99 

ecosystems and economies, and thus is more “important,” if that change is less expected, 100 

arrives more rapidly, and stays longer (National Research Council, 2002). In addition, a 101 

step change that then persists for millennia might become less important than similar-102 

sized changes that occurred repeatedly in opposite directions at random times.  103 

Historically, climate has been taken as a running average of weather conditions at 104 

a place or throughout a region. The average is taken for a long enough time interval to 105 

largely remove fluctuations caused by “weather.” Thirty years is often used for 106 
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averaging.  107 

Weather, to most observers, implies day-to-day occurrences, which are 108 

predictable for only about two weeks. Looking further ahead than that is limited by the 109 

chaotic nature of the atmospheric system; that is, by the sensitivity of the system to initial 110 

conditions (e.g., Lorenz, 1963; Le Treut et al., 2007), as described next. All thermometers 111 

have uncertainties, even if only a fraction of a degree, and all measurements by 112 

thermometers are taken at particular places and not in between. All temperature estimates 113 

at and between thermometers are thus subject to some uncertainty. A weather-forecasting 114 

model can correctly be started from a range of possible starting conditions that differ by 115 

an amount equal to or less than the measurement uncertainties. For short times of hours 116 

or even days, the different starting conditions provided by the modern observational 117 

system typically have little effect on the weather; vary the starting data within the known 118 

uncertainties, and the output of the model will not be affected much. However, if the 119 

model is run for times beyond a few days to perhaps a couple of weeks, the different 120 

starting conditions produce very different forecasts. The forecasts are “bounded”—they 121 

do not produce blizzards in the tropics or tropical temperatures in the Arctic wintertime, 122 

for example; and they do produce “forecasts” recognizably possible for all regions 123 

covered—but the forecasts differ greatly in the details of where and when convective 124 

thunderstorms or frontal systems occur and how much precipitation will be produced 125 

during what time period. To many observers, “weather” refers to those features of Earth’s 126 

coupled atmosphere-ocean system that are predictable to two weeks or so but not beyond. 127 

For many climatologists, however, somewhat longer term events are often lumped 128 

under the general heading of “weather.” The year-to-year temperature variability in 129 
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global average temperature associated with the El Nino–La Nina phenomenon may be a 130 

few tenths of a degree Celsius (e.g., Trenberth et al., 2002), and similar or slightly larger 131 

variability can be caused by volcanic eruptions (e.g., Yang and Schlesinger, 2002). The 132 

influences of such phenomena are short lived compared with a 30-year average, but they 133 

are long lived compared with the two-week interval described just above. Volcanic 134 

eruptions may someday prove to be predictable beyond two weeks (U.S. Geological 135 

Survey scientists successfully predicted one of the Mt. St. Helens eruptions more than 136 

two weeks in advance (Tilling et al., 1990)), and the effects following an eruption 137 

certainly are predictable for longer times. El Ninos are predictable beyond two weeks. 138 

However, if one is interested in the climatic conditions at a particular place, a proper 139 

estimate would include the average behavior of volcanoes and El Ninos, but it would not 140 

be influenced by the accident that the starting and ending points of the 30-year averaging 141 

period happened to sample a higher or lower number of these events than would be found 142 

in an average 30-year period.  143 

The issues of the length of time considered and the starting time chosen are 144 

illustrated in Figure 6.1. Annual temperatures for the continental United States since 1960 145 

are shown.  The variability shown is linked to El Nino, volcanic eruptions, and other 146 

factors. If we use a 4-year window to illustrate the issue, it is apparent that for any given 147 

4-year period, the temperature trend can appear to warm, to cool, or to stay flat. Also 148 

shown are the 3-, 7-, 11-, 15-, and 19-year linear trends centered on 1990. Depending on 149 

the number of years chosen, the trend can be strongly warming to strongly cooling. The 150 

warm El Nino years of 1987 and 1988, and the cooling trend in 1992 and 1993 caused by 151 

the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, affect our perception of the time trend, or climate. Notice 152 
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that of the 45 four-year regression lines possible between 1960 and 2007 (17 are shown 153 

in Figure 6.1) only one meets the usual statistical criterion of having a slope different 154 

from zero with at least 95% confidence. Climate is often considered as a 30-year average, 155 

and all 30-year regression lines that can be placed on Figure 6.1 (years 1960–1989, 1961–156 

1990, …, 1978–2007) have a positive slope (warming) with greater than 95% confidence. 157 

Thus, all of the short-time-interval lines shown on Figure 6.1 are part of a warming 158 

climate but clearly reflect weather as well.  159 

 160 

FIGURE 6.1 NEAR HERE 161 

 162 

 6.2.2 Style of Change  163 

In some situations a 30-year climatology appears inappropriate. As recorded in 164 

Greenland ice cores, local temperatures fell many degrees Celsius within a few decades 165 

about 13 ka during the Younger Dryas time, a larger change than the interannual 166 

variability. The temperature remained low for more than a millennium, and then it 167 

jumped up about 10°C in about a decade, and it has remained substantially elevated since 168 

(Clow, 1997; Severinghaus et al., 1998; Cuffey and Alley, 2000). It is difficult to imagine 169 

any observer choosing the temperature average of a 30-year period that included that 170 

10°C jump and then arguing that this average was a useful representation of the climate. 171 

The jump is perhaps the best-known and most-representative example of abrupt climate 172 

change (National Research Council, 2002; Alley et al., 2003), and the change is ascribed 173 

to what is now known colloquially as a “tipping point.” Tipping points occur when a slow 174 

process reaches a threshold that “tips” the climate system into a new mode of operation 175 
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(e.g., Alley, 2007). Analogy to a canoe tipping over suddenly in response to the slowly 176 

increasing lean of a paddler is appropriate.  177 

Tipping behavior is readily described sufficiently long after the event, although it 178 

is much less evident that a climate scientist could have predicted the event just before it 179 

occurred, or that a scientist experiencing the event could have stated with confidence that 180 

conditions had tipped. Research on this topic is advancing, and quantitative statements 181 

can be made about detection of events, but timely detection may remain difficult (Keller 182 

and McInerney, 2007).  183 

 184 

 6.2.3 How to Talk About Rates of Change  185 

The term “abrupt climate change” has been defined with some authority in the 186 

report of the National Research Council (2002). However, many additional terms such as 187 

“tipping point” remain colloquial, although arguably they can be related to well-accepted 188 

definitions. For the purposes of this report, preference will be given to common English 189 

words whenever possible, with explanations of what is meant, without relying on new 190 

definitions of words or on poorly defined words.  191 

 192 

 6.2.4 Spatial Characteristics of Change  193 

 The Younger Dryas cold event, introduced above in section 6.2.2, led to 194 

prominent cooling around the North Atlantic, weaker cooling around much of the 195 

Northern Hemisphere, and weak warming in the far south; uncertainty remains about 196 

changes in many places, and the globally averaged effect probably was minor (reviewed 197 

by Alley, 2007). The most commonly cited records of the Younger Dryas are those that 198 
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show large signals. Informal discussions by many investigators with people outside our 199 

field indicate that the strong local signals are at least occasionally misinterpreted as 200 

global signals. It is essential to recognize the geographic as well as time limitations of 201 

climate events and their paleoclimatic records.  202 

Further complicating this discussion is the possibility that an event may start in 203 

one region and then require some climatically notable time interval to propagate to other 204 

regions. Limited data supported by our basic understanding of how climate processes 205 

work suggest that the Younger Dryas cold event began and ended in the north, that the 206 

response was delayed by decades or longer in the far south, and that it was transmitted 207 

there through the ocean (Steig and Alley, 2003; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003). Cross-dating 208 

climate records around the world to the precision and accuracy needed to confirm that 209 

relative timing is a daunting task. The mere act of relating records from different areas 210 

then becomes difficult; an understanding of the processes involved is almost certainly 211 

required to support the interpretation.  212 

 213 

6.3 Issues Concerning Reconstruction of Rates of Change from Paleoclimatic 214 

Indicators 215 

 216 

In an ideal world, a chapter on rates of change would not be needed. If climate 217 

records were available from all places and all times, with accurate and precise dates, then 218 

rate of change would be immediately evident from inspection of those records. However, 219 

as suggested in the previous section, such a simple interpretation is seldom possible.  220 

Consider a hypothetical example. A group of tree trunks, bulldozed by a glacier 221 
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and incorporated into glacial sediments, is now exposed at a coastal site. Many trees were 222 

killed at approximately the same time. The patterns of thick and thin rings, dense and 223 

less-dense wood, and isotopic variation of the wood layers contain climatic information 224 

(e.g., White et al., 1994). The climatic fluctuations that controlled the tree-ring 225 

characteristics can be dated precisely relative to each other—for example, this isotopic 226 

event occurred 7 years after that one. However, the precise age of the start and end of that 227 

climate record may not be available.  228 

If much additional wood of various ages is available nearby, and if a large effort 229 

is expended, it may be possible to use the patterns of thick and thin rings and other 230 

features to match overlapping trees of different ages and thus to tie the record to still-231 

living trees and provide a continuous record absolutely dated to the nearest year. If this is 232 

not possible, but the trees grew within the time span for which radiocarbon can be used, it 233 

may be possible to learn the age of the record to within a few decades or centuries, but no 234 

better. If the record is older than can be dated using radiocarbon, and other dating 235 

techniques are not available, even larger errors may be attached to estimates of the time 236 

interval occupied by the record.  237 

Uncertainties are always associated with reconstructed climate changes (were the 238 

thick and thin rings controlled primarily by temperature changes or by moisture changes? 239 

for example), but once temperatures or rainfall amounts are estimated for each year, 240 

calculation of the rate of change from year to year will involve no additional error 241 

because each year is accurately identified. However, learning the spatial pattern of 242 

climate change may not be possible, because it will not be possible to relate the events 243 

recorded by the tree rings to events in records from other places with their own dating 244 
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difficulties.  245 

Sometimes, however, it is possible to learn the spatial pattern of the climate 246 

change and to learn how the rate of change at one place compared with the rate of change 247 

elsewhere. Volcanic eruptions are discrete events, and major eruptions typically are short 248 

lived (hours to days), so that the layer produced by a single eruption in various lake and 249 

marine sediments and glaciers is almost exactly the same age in all. If the same pattern of 250 

volcanic fallout is found in many cores of lake or ocean sediment or ice, then it is 251 

possible to compare the rate of change at those different sites. The uncertainties in 252 

knowing the time interval between two volcanic layers may be small or large, but 253 

whatever the time interval is, it will be the same in all cores containing those two layers.  254 

These and additional considerations motivate the additional discussion of rates of 255 

climate change provided here.  256 

  257 

 6.3.1 Measurement of Rates of Change in Marine Records  258 

In Arctic and subarctic marine sediments, radiocarbon dating remains the standard 259 

technique for obtaining well-dated records during the last 40,000 to 50,000 years. 260 

Radiocarbon dating is relatively inexpensive, procedures are well developed, and 261 

materials that can be dated usually are more common than is true for other techniques. 262 

Radiocarbon dating is now conventionally calibrated against other techniques such as 263 

tree-ring or uranium-series-disequilibrium techniques, which are more accurate but less 264 

widely applicable. The calibration continues to improve (e.g., Stuiver et al., 1998; 265 

Hughen et al., 2000; 2004). Instruments also improve. In particular, the accelerator mass 266 

spectrometer (AMS) radiocarbon analysis allows dating of milligram quantities of 267 
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foraminifers, mollusks and other biogenic materials. A single seed or tiny shell can be 268 

dated, and this analysis of smaller samples than was possible with previous techniques in 269 

turn allows finer time resolution in a single core. Taken together, these advances have 270 

greatly improved our ability to generate well-constrained age models for high-latitude 271 

marine sediment cores. In addition, coring systems such as the Calypso corer have been 272 

deployed in the Arctic to recover much longer (10–60 m) sediment cores. This corer 273 

allows sampling of relatively long time intervals even in sites where sediment has 274 

accumulated rapidly. Sites with faster sediment accumulation allow easier “reading” of 275 

the history of short-lived events, so higher resolution paleoenvironmental records can 276 

now be generated from high-latitude continental-margin and deep-sea sites. Where dates 277 

can be obtained from many levels in a core, it is feasible to evaluate centennial and even 278 

multidecadal variability from these archives (e.g., Ellison et al., 2006; Stoner et al., 279 

2007).  280 

However, in the Arctic, particularly along eastern margins of oceans where cold 281 

polar and Arctic water masses influence the environment, little carbonate that can be 282 

dated by radiocarbon techniques is produced, and much of the carbonate produced 283 

commonly dissolves after the producing organism dies. In addition, the carbon used in 284 

growing the shells is commonly “old” (that is, the carbon entered the ocean some decades 285 

or centuries before being used by the creature in growing its shell; the date obtained is 286 

approximately the time when the carbon entered the ocean, and it must be corrected for 287 

the time interval between the carbon entering the ocean and being incorporated into the 288 

shell). This marine reservoir correction is often more uncertain in the Arctic than 289 

elsewhere (e.g., Björck et al., 2003) in part because of the strong but time-varying effect 290 
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of sea ice, which blocks exchange between atmosphere and ocean. This uncertainty 291 

continues to hamper development of highly constrained chronologies. Some important 292 

regions, such as near the eastern side of Baffin Island, have received little study since 293 

radiocarbon dating by accelerator mass spectrometry was introduced, so the chronology 294 

and Holocene climate evolution of this important margin are still poorly known.  295 

As researchers attempt to develop centennial to multidecadal climate records from 296 

marine cores and to correlate between records at sub-millennial resolution, the limits of 297 

the dating method are often reached, hampering our ability to determine whether high-298 

frequency variability is synchronous or asynchronous between sites. Resource limitations 299 

generally restrict radiocarbon dating to samples no closer together than about 500-year 300 

intervals. In marine areas with rapid biological production where sufficient biogenic 301 

carbonate is available to obtain highly accurate dates, the instrumental error on individual 302 

radiocarbon dates may be as small as ±20 years. But, in many Arctic archives, it is not 303 

possible to obtain enough carbonate material to achieve that accuracy, and many dates are 304 

obtained with standard deviations (one sigma) errors of ±80 years to a couple of 305 

centuries.  306 

A new approach that uses a combination of paleomagnetic secular variation 307 

(PSV) records and radiocarbon dating has improved relative correlation and chronology 308 

well above the accuracy that each of these methods can achieve on its own (Stoner et al., 309 

2007). Earth’s magnetic field varies in strength and direction with time, and the field 310 

affects the magnetization of sediments deposited. Gross features in the field (reversals of 311 

direction) have been used for decades in the interpretation of geologic history, but much 312 
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shorter lived, smaller features are now being used that allow correlation among different 313 

records by matching the features.  314 

This technique was applied to two high-accumulation-rate Holocene cores from 315 

shelf basins on opposite sides of the Denmark Strait. The large number of tie points 316 

between cores provided by the paleomagnetic secular-variation records and by numerous 317 

radiocarbon dates allowed matching of these cores at the centennial scale (Stoner et al., 318 

2007). In addition, the study has supported development of a well-dated Holocene 319 

paleomagnetic secular-variation record for this region (Fig. 6.2), which can be used to aid 320 

in the dating of nearby lacustrine cores and for synchronization of marine and terrestrial 321 

records. Traditionally, volcanic layers such as the Saksunarvatn tephra have been used as 322 

time markers for correlation, but they can be used only at the times of major eruptions 323 

and not between, whereas the new magnetic technique is continuous. The technique was 324 

tested by its ability to independently achieve the same correlations as the volcanic layer, 325 

and it functioned very well.  326 

 327 

FIGURE 6.2 NEAR HERE 328 

 329 

As noted above, tephra layers are an important source of chronological control in 330 

Arctic marine sediments. Explosive volcanic eruptions from Icelandic and Alaskan 331 

volcanoes have deposited widespread, geochemically distinct, tephra layers, each of 332 

which marks a unique time. Where the geochemistry of these events is documented, they 333 

provide isochrones that can be used to date and synchronize paleoclimate archives (e.g., 334 

marine, lacustrine, and ice-cores) and to evaluate leads and lags in the climate system. 335 
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Where radiocarbon dates can be obtained at the same depth in a core as tephra layers, 336 

deviations of calibrated ages from the known age of a tephra can be used to determine the 337 

marine-reservoir age at that location and time (Eiriksson et al., 2004; Kristjansdottir, 338 

2005, Jennings et al., 2006). An example is the Vedde Ash, a widely dispersed explosive 339 

Icelandic tephra that provides a 12,000-year-old constant-time horizon (an isochron) 340 

during the Younger Dryas cold period, when marine reservoir ages are poorly constrained 341 

and very different from today’s. On the North Iceland shelf, changes in the marine 342 

reservoir age are associated with shifts in the Arctic and polar fronts, which have 343 

important climatic implications (Eiriksson et al., 2004; Kristjansdottir, 2005). As many as 344 

22 tephra layers have been identified in Holocene marine cores off north Iceland 345 

(Kristjansdottir et al., 2007). Eiriksson et al. (2004) recovered 10 known-age tephra 346 

layers of Holocene age. Some of the Icelandic tephras have wide geographic distributions 347 

either because they were ejected by very large explosive eruptions or because tephra 348 

particles were transported on sea ice whereas, nearer to their source, the tephra layers are 349 

more numerous and locally distributed. Transport on sea ice may spread the deposition 350 

time of a layer to months or years, but the layer will still remain a very short-interval time 351 

marker.  352 

 353 

 6.3.2 Measurement of Rates of Change in Terrestrial Records 354 

Terrestrial archives across the Arctic have been tapped to evaluate changes in the 355 

climate system in prehistoric times, with particular emphasis on changes in summer 356 

temperature, although moisture balance has been addressed in some studies. With 357 

sufficient age control, environmental proxies extracted from these archives can be used to 358 
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evaluate rates of change. Archives that accumulate sediment in a regular and continuous 359 

pattern have the highest potential for reconstructing rates of change. The most promising 360 

archives are lake sediments and tree rings, both of which add material incrementally over 361 

time. Long-lived trees reach only to the fringes of the Arctic, so most reconstructions rely 362 

on climate proxies preserved in the sediments that accumulate in lake basins. Trees do 363 

extend to relatively high latitudes in Alaska and portions of the Eurasian Arctic, where 364 

they contribute high-resolution, usually annually resolved, paleoclimate records of the 365 

past several centuries, but they rarely exceed 400 years duration (Overpeck et al., 1997). 366 

The steady accumulation of calcium carbonate precipitates in caves may also provide a 367 

continuous paleoenvironmental record (Lauritzen and Lundberg, 2004), although these 368 

archives are relatively rare in the Arctic. This overview focuses on how well we can 369 

reconstruct times of rapid change in terrestrial sediment archives from the Arctic, 370 

focusing on changes that occurred on time scales of decades to centuries during the past 371 

150,000 years or so, the late Quaternary.  372 

Much of the terrestrial Arctic was covered by continental ice sheets during the last 373 

glacial maximum (until about 15 ka), and large areas outside the ice sheet margins were 374 

too cold for lake sediment to accumulate. Consequently, most lake records span the time 375 

since deglaciation, typically the past 10,000 to 15,000 years. In a few Arctic regions, 376 

longer, continuous lacustrine records more than 100,000 years long have been recovered, 377 

and these rare records provide essential information about past environments and about 378 

rates of change in the more distant past (e.g., (Lozhkin and Anderson, 1995; Brubaker et 379 

al., 2005; Hu et al., 2006; Brigham-Grette et al., 2007). In addition to these continuous 380 

records, discontinuous lake-sediment archives are found in formerly glaciated regions. 381 
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These sites provide continuous records spanning several millennia through past warm 382 

times. In special settings, usually where the over-riding ice was very cold, slow-moving, 383 

and relatively thin, lake basins have preserved past sediment accumulations intact, 384 

despite subsequent over-riding by ice sheets during glacial periods (Miller et al., 1999; 385 

Briner et al., 2007).  386 

The rarity of terrestrial archives that span the last glaciation hampers our ability to 387 

evaluate how rapid, high-magnitude changes seen in ice-core records (Dansgaard-388 

Oeschger, or D-O events) and marine sediment cores (Heinrich, or H events) are 389 

manifested in the terrestrial arctic environment. 390 

 391 

  6.3.2a Climate indicators and ages  392 

Deciphering rates of change from lake sediment, or any other geological archive, 393 

requires a reliable environmental proxy and a secure geochronology.  394 

Climate and environmental proxies: Most high-latitude biological proxies record 395 

peak or average summer air temperatures. The most commonly employed 396 

paleoenvironmental proxies are biological remains, particularly pollen grains and the 397 

siliceous cell walls (frustules) of microscopic, unicellular algae called diatoms, which 398 

preserve well and are very abundant in lake sediment. In a summary of the timing and 399 

magnitude of peak summer warmth during the Holocene across the North American 400 

Arctic, Kaufman et al. (2004) noted that most records rely on pollen and plant 401 

macrofossils to infer growing-season temperature of terrestrial vegetation. Diatom 402 

assemblages primarily reflect changes in water chemistry, which also carries a strong 403 

environmental signal. More recently, biological proxies have expanded to include larval 404 
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head capsules of non-biting midges (chironomids) that are well preserved in lake 405 

sediment. The distribution of the larval stages of chironomid taxa exhibit a strong 406 

summer-temperature dependence in the modern environment (Walker et al., 1997), which 407 

allows fossil assemblages to be interpreted in terms of past summer temperatures.  408 

In addition to biological proxies that provide information about past 409 

environmental conditions, a wide range of physical and geochemical tracers also provide 410 

information about past environments. Biogenic silica (mostly produced by diatoms), 411 

organic carbon (mostly derived from the decay of aquatic organisms), and the isotopes of 412 

carbon and nitrogen in the organic carbon residues can be readily measured on small 413 

volumes of sediment, allowing the generation of closely spaced data—a key requirement 414 

for detecting rapid environmental change. Some lakes have sufficiently high levels of 415 

calcium and carbonate ions that calcium carbonate precipitates in the sediment. The 416 

isotopes of carbon and oxygen extracted from calcium carbonate deposits in lake 417 

sediment offer proxies of past temperatures and precipitation, and they have been used to 418 

reconstruct times of rapid climate change at high latitudes (e.g., Hu et al., 1999b). 419 

Promising new developments in molecular biomarkers (Hu et al., 1999a; Sauer et 420 

al., 2001; Huang et al., 2004; D’Andrea and Huang, 2005) offer the potential of a wide 421 

suite of new climate proxies that might be measured at relatively high resolution as 422 

instrumentation becomes increasingly automated. 423 

Dating lake sediment: In addition to the extraction of paleoenvironmental proxies 424 

at sufficient resolution to identify rapid environmental changes in the past, a secure 425 

geochronology also must be developed for the sedimentary archive. Methods for 426 

developing a secure depth-age relationship generally falls into one of three categories: 427 
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direct dating, identification of key stratigraphic markers dated independently at other 428 

sites, and dating by correlation with an established record elsewhere. Much similarity 429 

exists between the techniques applied in lakes and in marine environments, although 430 

some differences do exist.  431 

Direct dating: The strengths and weaknesses of various dating methods applied to 432 

Arctic terrestrial archives have been reviewed recently (Abbott and Stafford, 1996; 433 

Oswald et al., 2005; Wolfe et al., 2005). Radiocarbon is the primary dating method for 434 

archives dating from the past 15,000 years and sometimes beyond, although conditions 435 

endemic to the Arctic (and described next) commonly prevent application of the 436 

technique back as far as 40,000 to 50,000 years, the limit achieved elsewhere. The 437 

primary challenge to accuracy of radiocarbon dates in Arctic lakes is the low primary 438 

productivity of both terrestrial and aquatic vegetation throughout most of the Arctic, 439 

coupled with the low rate at which organic matter decomposes on land. These two factors 440 

work together so that dissolved organic carbon incorporated into lake sediment contains a 441 

considerable proportion of material that grew on land, was stored on land for long times, 442 

and was then washed into the lake. The carbon in this terrestrial in-wash is much older 443 

than the sediment in which it is deposited, and it produces dissolved-organic-carbon ages 444 

that are anomalously old by centuries to millennia (Wolfe et al., 2005). Dissolved organic 445 

carbon contains many compounds, including humic acids; these acids tend to have the 446 

lowest reservoir ages among the compounds and so are most often targeted when no other 447 

options are available.  448 

The large and variable reservoir age of dissolved organic carbon has led most 449 

researchers to avoid it for dating, and instead they concentrate on sufficiently large, 450 
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identifiable organic remains such as seeds, shells, leaves, or other materials, typically 451 

called macrofossils. Macrofossils of things living on land, such as land plants, almost 452 

always yield accurate radiocarbon ages because the carbon in the plant was fully and 453 

recently exchanged (equilibrated) with the atmosphere. Similarly, aquatic plants are 454 

equilibrated with the carbon in the lake water, which for most lakes is equilibrated with 455 

the atmosphere. However, some lakes contain sufficient calcium carbonate, which 456 

typically contains old carbon not equilibrated with the atmosphere, such that the 14C 457 

activity of the lake water is not in equilibrium with the atmosphere, a fundamental 458 

assumption for accurate radiocarbon dating. In these settings, known as hard-water lakes, 459 

macrofossils of terrestrial origin are targeted for dating. In lakes without this hard-water 460 

effect, either terrestrial or aquatic macrofossils may be targeted. Although macrofossil 461 

dates have been shown to be more reliable than bulk-carbon dates in Arctic lakes, in 462 

many instances terrestrial macrofossils washed into lake basins are derived from stored 463 

reservoirs (older rocks or sediments) in the landscape and have radiocarbon ages 464 

hundreds of years older than the deposition of the enclosing lake sediments.  465 

For young sediment (20th century), the best dating methods are 210Pb (age range 466 

of about 100–150 years) and identification of the atmospheric nuclear testing spike of the 467 

early 1960s, usually either with peak abundances of 137Cs, 239,240Pu or 241Am. These 468 

methods usually provide high-precision age control for sediments deposited within the 469 

past century. 470 

Some lakes preserve annual laminations, owing to strong seasonality in either 471 

biological or physical parameters. If laminations can be shown to be annual, chronologies 472 

can be derived by counting the number of annual laminations, or varves (Francus et al., 473 
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2002; Hughen et al., 1996; Snowball et al., 2002). 474 

For late Quaternary sediments beyond the range of radiocarbon dating, dating 475 

methods include optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating, amino acid 476 

racemization (AAR) dating, cosmogenic radionuclide (CRN) dating, uranium-series 477 

disequilibrium (U-series) dating and, for volcanic sediment, potassium-argon or argon-478 

argon (K-Ar or 40/39Ar) dating (e.g., Bradley, 1999; Cronin, 1999). With the exception of 479 

U-series dating, none of these methods has the precision to accurately date the timing of 480 

rapid changes directly. But these methods are capable of defining the time range of a 481 

sediment package and, if reasonable assumptions can be made about sedimentation rates, 482 

then the rate at which measured proxies changed can be derived within reasonable 483 

uncertainties. U-series dating has stringent depositional-system requirements that must be 484 

met to be applicable. For the terrestrial realm, calcium carbonate accumulations 485 

precipitated in a regular fashion in caves (flowstones, stalagmites, stalactites) offer the 486 

optimal materials. In these instances, high-precision ages can be derived for the entire 487 

Late Quaternary time period. 488 

Stratigraphic markers: As noted in the previous subsection, the Arctic includes 489 

major centers of volcanism in the North Atlantic (Iceland) and the North Pacific (Alaska 490 

and Kamchatka) sectors. Explosive volcanism from both regions can produce large 491 

volumes of source- and time-diagnostic tephra distributed extensively across the Arctic. 492 

These tephra layers provide time-synchronous marker horizons that can be used to 493 

constrain the geochronology of lacustrine sediment records. The tephra layers can also 494 

serve to precisely synchronize records derived from lacustrine, marine, and ice-sheet 495 

archives, thereby allowing a better assessment of leads and lags in the climate system and 496 
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the phasing of abrupt changes identified in different archives. Most tephras have 497 

diagnostic geochemical signatures that allow them to be securely identified with a source 498 

and, with modest age constraints, to a given eruptive event. If that event is well dated in 499 

regions near the source, such tephras then become dating tools in a technique known as 500 

tephrachronology. 501 

As indicated in section 6.3.1, systematic centennial to millennial changes in 502 

Earth’s magnetic field (paleomagnetic secular variation) (Fig. 6.2) have been used to 503 

correlate between several high-latitude lacustrine sedimentary archives and between 504 

marine and lacustrine records in the same region (Snowball et al., 2007; Stoner et al., 505 

2007). Lacustrine records of paleomagnetic secular variation calibrated with varved 506 

sediments have been used for dating in Scandinavia (Saarinen, 1999; Ojala and Tiljander, 507 

2003; Snowball and Sandgren, 2004)]. Recent work on marine sediments suggests that 508 

paleomagnetic secular variation can provide a useful means of correlating marine and 509 

terrestrial records.  510 

“Wiggle matching”: In some instances, very high resolution down-core analytical 511 

profiles from sedimentary archives with only moderate age constraints can be 512 

conclusively correlated with a well-dated high-resolution record at a distant locality, such 513 

as Greenland ice core records, with little uncertainty. Although the best examples of such 514 

correlations are not from the Arctic (e.g., Hughen et al., 2004a), this method remains a 515 

potential tool for providing age control for Arctic lake sediment records. 516 

 517 

 6.3.2b Potential for reconstructing rates of environmental change in the 518 

terrestrial Arctic  519 
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A goal of paleoclimate research is to understand rapid changes on human time 520 

scales of decades to centuries. The major challenges in meeting this goal for the Arctic 521 

include uncertainties in the time scales of terrestrial archives and in the interpretation of 522 

various environmental proxies. Although uncertainties are widespread in both aspects, 523 

neither presents a fundamental impediment to the primary goal, quantifying rates of 524 

change. 525 

Precision versus accuracy: Many Arctic lake archives are dated with high 526 

precision, but with greater uncertainty in their accuracy. One can say, for example, that a 527 

particular climate change recorded in a section of core occurred within a 500-year 528 

interval with little uncertainty, but the exact age of the start and end of that 500-year 529 

interval are much less certain. This uncertainty is due to systematic errors in the 530 

proportion of old carbon incorporated into the humic acid fraction of the dissolved 531 

organic carbon used to date the lake sediment. Although this fraction, or “reservoir age,” 532 

varies through the Holocene, changes in the reservoir age occur relatively slowly.  533 

Figure 6.3 shows a segment of a sediment core from the eastern Canadian Arctic, 534 

for which six humic acid dates define an age-depth relation with an uncertainty of only 535 

±65 years, but the humic acid ages are systematically 500–600 years too old. In this 536 

situation, rates of change for decades to centuries can be calculated with confidence, 537 

although determining whether a rapid change at this site correlated with a rapid change 538 

elsewhere is much less certain owing to the large uncertainty in the accuracy of the humic 539 

acid dates. 540 

 541 

FIGURE 6.3 NEAR HERE 542 
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 543 

Figure 6.4 similarly provides an example of rapid change in an environmental 544 

proxy in an Arctic lake sediment core, for which the rate of change can be estimated with 545 

certainty, but the timing of the change is less certain. 546 

 547 

FIGURE 6.4 NEAR HERE 548 

 549 

 6.3.3 Measurement of Rates of Change in Ice-Core Records 550 

Ice-core records have figured especially prominently in the discussion of rates of 551 

change during the time interval for which such records are available. One special 552 

advantage of ice cores is that they collect climate indicators from many different regions. 553 

In central Greenland, for example, the dust trapped in ice cores has been isotopically and 554 

chemically fingerprinted: it comes from central Asia (Biscaye et al., 1997), the methane 555 

has widespread sources in Arctic and in low latitudes (e.g., Harder et al., 2007), and the 556 

snowfall rate and temperature are primarily local indicators (see review by Alley, 2000). 557 

This aspect of ice-core records allows one to learn whether climate in widespread regions 558 

changed at the same time or different times and to obtain much better time resolution 559 

than is available by comparing individual records and accounting for the associated 560 

uncertainties in their dating.  561 

Ice cores also exhibit very high time resolution. In many Greenland cores, 562 

individual years are recognized so that sub-annual dating is possible. Some care is needed 563 

in the interpretation. For example, the template for the history of temperature change in 564 

an ice core is typically the stable-isotope composition of the ice. (The calibration of this 565 
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template to actual temperature is achieved in various ways, as discussed in chapter 7, but 566 

the major changes in the isotopic ratios correlate with major changes in temperature with 567 

very high confidence, as discussed there.) However, owing to post-depositional processes 568 

such as diffusion in firn and ice (Johnsen, 1977; Whillans and Grootes, 1985; Cuffey and 569 

Steig, 1998; Johnsen et al., 2000), the resolution of the isotope records does decrease with 570 

increasing age and depth. Initially the decrease is due to processes in the porous firn, and 571 

later it is due to more rapid diffusion in the warmer ice close to the bottom of the ice 572 

sheet. The isotopic resolution may reveal individual storms shortly after deposition but be 573 

smeared into several years in ice tens of thousands of years old. Normally in Greenland, 574 

accumulation rates of less than about 0.2 m/yr of ice are insufficient to preserve annual 575 

cycles for more than a few decades; higher accumulation rates allow the annual layers to 576 

survive the transformation of low-density snow to high-density ice, and the cycles then 577 

survive for millennia before being gradually smoothed.  578 

Records of dust concentration appear to be almost unaffected by smoothing 579 

processes, but some chemical constituents seem to be somewhat mobile and thus to have 580 

their records smoothed over a few years in older samples (Steffensen et al., 1997; 581 

Steffensen and Dahl-Jensen, 1997). Unfortunately, despite important recent progress 582 

(Rempel and Wettlaufer, 2003), the processes of chemical diffusion are not as well 583 

understood as are isotopic ratios, so confident modeling of the chemical diffusion is not 584 

possible and the degree of smoothing is not as well quantified as one would like. 585 

Persistence of relatively sharp steps in old ice that is still in normal stratigraphic order 586 

demonstrates that the diffusion is not extensive. The high-resolution features of the dust 587 

and chemistry records have been used to date the glacial part of the GISP2 core by using 588 
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mainly annual cycles of dust (Meese et al., 1997) and the NGRIP core by using annual 589 

layers in different ionic constituents together with the visible dust layers (cloudy bands; 590 

Fig. 6.5) back to 42 ka (Andersen et al., 2006, Svensson et al., 2006). Figure 6.5 shows 591 

the visible cloudy bands in a 72 ka section of the NGRIP core. The cloudy bands are 592 

generally assumed to be due to tiny gas bubbles that form on dust particles as the core is 593 

brought to surface. During storage of core in the laboratory, these bands fade somewhat. 594 

However, the very sharp nature of the bands when the core is recovered suggests that 595 

diffusive smoothing has not been important, and that high-time-resolution data are 596 

preserved. 597 

 598 

FIGURE 6.5 NEAR HERE 599 

 600 

6.4 Classes of Changes and Their Rates 601 

 602 

The day-to-night and summer-to-winter changes are typically larger—but have 603 

less persistent effect on the climate—than long-lived features such as ice ages. This 604 

observation suggests that it is wise to separate rates of change on the basis of persistence. 605 

As discussed in section 4.2 on forcings, effects from the aging of the Sun can be 606 

discounted on “short” time scales of 100 m.y. or less, but many other forcings must be 607 

considered. Several are discussed below. For the last ice-age cycle, special reliance is 608 

placed on Greenland ice-core records because of their high time resolution and confident 609 

paleothermometery. But Greenland is only a small part of the whole Arctic, and this 610 

limitation should be borne in mind.  611 
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 612 

6.4.1 Tectonic Time Scales 613 

As discussed in section 4.2 on forcings, drifting continents and related slow shifts 614 

in global biogeochemical cycling, together with evolving life forms, can have profound 615 

local and global effects on climate during tens of millions of years. If a continent moves 616 

from equator to pole, the climate of that continent will change greatly. In addition, by 617 

affecting ocean currents, ability to grow ice sheets, cloud patterns, and more, the moving 618 

continent may have an effect on global and regional climates as well, although this effect 619 

will in general be much more subtle than the effect on the continent’s own climate (e.g., 620 

Donnadieu et al., 2006).  621 

Within the last tens of millions of years, the primary direct effect of drifting 622 

continents on the Arctic probably has been to modify the degree to which the Arctic 623 

Ocean connects with the lower latitudes, by altering the “gateways” between land masses. 624 

The Arctic Ocean, primarily surrounded by land masses, has persisted throughout that 625 

time (Moran et al., 2006). Much attention has been directed to the possibility that the 626 

warmth of the Arctic during certain times, such as the Eocene (which began about 50 627 

Ma), was linked to increased transport of ocean heat as compared with other, colder 628 

times. However, both models and data indicate that this possibility appears unlikely (e.g., 629 

Bice et al., 2000). The late Eocene Arctic Ocean appears to have supported a dense 630 

growth of pond weed (Azola), which is understood to grow in brackish waters (those 631 

notably fresher than full marine salinity) (Moran et al., 2006). A more-vigorous ocean 632 

circulation then would have introduced fully marine waters and would have transported 633 

the pond weed away. A great range of studies indicates that larger atmospheric carbon-634 
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dioxide concentrations during that earlier time were important in causing the warmth 635 

(Royer et al., 2007). 636 

The Arctic of about 50 Ma appears to have been ice free, at least near sea level, 637 

and thus minimum wintertime temperatures must have been above freezing. Section 7.3.1 638 

includes some indications of temperatures in that time, with perhaps 20°C a useful 639 

benchmark for Arctic-wide average annual temperature. Recent values are closer to –640 

15°C, which would indicate a cooling of roughly 35°C within about 50 m.y. The implied 641 

rate is then in the neighborhood of 0.7°C/million years or 0.0000007°C/yr. One could 642 

pick time intervals during which little or no change occurred, and intervals within the last 643 

50 m.y. during which the rate of change was somewhat larger; a “tectonic” value of about 644 

1°C/million years or less may be useful.  645 

 646 

 6.4.2 Orbital Time Scales 647 

As described in section 4.3 on forcings, features of Earth’s orbit cause very small 648 

changes in globally averaged incoming solar radiation (insolation) but large changes 649 

(more than 10%) in local sunshine. These orbital changes serve primarily to move 650 

sunshine from north to south and back or from poles to equator and back, depending on 651 

which of the orbital features is considered. The leading interpretation (e.g., Imbrie et al., 652 

1993) is that ice sheets grow and the world enters an ice age when reduced summer 653 

sunshine at high northern latitudes allows survival of snow without melting; ice sheets 654 

melt, and the world exits an ice age, when greater summer sunshine at high northern 655 

latitudes melts snow there. Because the globally averaged forcing is nearly zero but the 656 

globally averaged response is large (e.g., Jansen et al., 2007), the Earth system must have 657 
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strong amplifying processes (feedbacks). Changes in greenhouse-gas concentrations 658 

(especially carbon dioxide), how much of the Sun’s energy is reflected (ice-albedo 659 

feedback, plus some changes in vegetation), and blocking of the Sun by dust are 660 

prominent in interpretations, and all appear to be required to explain the size and pattern 661 

of the reconstructed changes (Jansen et al., 2007).  662 

The globally averaged change from ice-age to interglacial is typically estimated as 663 

5°–6°C (e.g., Jansen et al., 2007). Changes in the Arctic clearly were larger. In central 664 

Greenland, typical glacial and interglacial temperatures differed by about 15°C, and the 665 

maximum warming from the most-recent ice age was about 23°C (Cuffey et al., 1995). 666 

Very large changes occurred where ice sheets grew during the ice age and melted during 667 

the subsequent warming, related to the cooling effect of the higher elevation of the ice 668 

sheets, but the elevation change is not the same as a climatic effect. 669 

In central Greenland, the coldest time of the ice age was about 24 ka, although as 670 

discussed in chapter 7, some records place the extreme value of the most recent ice age 671 

slightly more recently. Kaufman et al. (2004) analyzed the timing of the peak warmth of 672 

the Holocene throughout broad regions of the Arctic; near the melting ice sheet on North 673 

America, peak warmth was delayed until most of the ice was gone, whereas far from the 674 

ice sheet peak warmth was reached before 8 ka, in some regions by a few millennia.  675 

A useful order-of-magnitude estimate may be that the temperature change 676 

associated with the end of the ice age was about 15°C in about 15 thousand years (k.y.) or 677 

about 1°C/k.y.) or 0.001°C/yr, and peak rates were perhaps twice that. The ice-age cycle 678 

of the last few hundred thousand years is often described as consisting of about 90 k.y. of 679 

cooling followed by about 10 k.y. of warming, or something similar, implying faster 680 
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warming than cooling (see Fig. 7.9). Thus, rates notably slower than 1°–2°C/ka are 681 

clearly observed at times.  682 

Kaufman et al. (2004) indicated that the warmest times of the current or Holocene 683 

interglacial (MIS 1) in the western-hemisphere part of the Arctic were, for average land, 684 

1.6 ± 0.8°C above mean 20th-century values. Warmth peaked before 12 ka in western 685 

Alaska but after 3 ka in some places near Hudson Bay; a typical value is near 7–8 ka. 686 

Thus, the orbital signal during the Holocene has been less than or equal to approximately 687 

0.2°C/ka, or 0.0002°C/yr.  688 

 689 

 6.4.3 Millenial or Abrupt Climate Changes 690 

Exceptional attention has been focused on the abrupt climate changes recorded in 691 

Greenland ice-cores and in many other records from the most recent ice age and earlier 692 

(see National Research Council, 2002; Alley et al., 2003; Alley, 2007).  693 

The more recent of these changes has been well known for decades from many 694 

studies primarily in Europe that worked with lake and bog sediments and the moraines 695 

left by retreating ice sheets. However, most research focused on the slower ice-age 696 

cycles, which were easier to study in paleoclimatic archives.  697 

The first deep ice core through the Greenland ice sheet, at Camp Century in 1966, 698 

produced a δ18O isotope profile that showed unexpectedly rapid and strong climatic shifts 699 

through the entire last glacial period (Dansgaard et al., 1969; 1971; Johnsen et al., 1972). 700 

The fastest observed sharp transitions from cold to warm seemed to have been on the 701 

time scale of centuries, clearly much faster than Milankovitch time scales. 702 
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These results did not stimulate much additional research immediately; the record 703 

lay close to the glacier bed, and it may be that many investigators suspected that the 704 

records had been altered by ice-flow processes. There were, however, data from quite 705 

different archives pointing to the same possibility of large and rapid climate change. For 706 

example, the Grand Pile pollen profile (Woillard, 1978; Woillard, 1979) showed that the 707 

last interglacial (MIS 5) ended rapidly during an interval estimated at 150 ± 75 yrs, 708 

comparable to the Camp Century findings. The Grand Pile pollen data also pointed to 709 

many sharp warming events during the last ice age. 710 

The next deep core in Greenland at the Dye-3 radar station was drilled by the 711 

United States, Danish, and Swiss members of the Greenland Ice Sheet Program 712 

(Dansgaard et al., 1982). The violent climatic changes, as Willi Dansgaard termed them, 713 

matched the often-ignored Camp Century results. The cause for these strong climatic 714 

oscillations had already been hinted at by Ruddiman and Glover (1975) and Ruddiman 715 

and McIntyre (1981), who studied oceanic evidence for the large climatic oscillations 716 

involving strong warming into the Bolling interval, cooling into the Younger Dryas, and 717 

warming into the Preboreal. They assigned the cause for these strong climatic anomalies 718 

to thermohaline circulation changes combined with strong zonal winds partly driving the 719 

surface currents in the north Atlantic; these forces drove sharp north-south shifts of the 720 

polar front. In light of the ice core data, the oscillations around the Younger Dryas were 721 

part of a long row of similar events, which Dansgaard et al. (1984) and Oeschger et al. 722 

(1984) likewise assigned to circulation changes in the north Atlantic. Broecker et al. 723 

(1985) argued for bi-stable North Atlantic circulation as the cause for the Greenland 724 

climatic jumps.  725 
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The results of the Dye-3 core went a long way toward settling the issue of the 726 

existence of abrupt climate change. Further results from year-by-year ice sampling during 727 

the Younger Dryas warming from this same core pushed the definition of “abrupt” from 728 

the century time scale to the decadal and nearly annual scale (Dansgaard et al., 1989). 729 

Alley et al. (1993) suggested the possibility that much of an abrupt change was 730 

completed in a single year for at least one climatic variable (snow accumulation at the 731 

GISP2 site).  732 

In addition to the GISP2, GRIP, and DYE-3 cores, ice core evidence has been 733 

strengthened by new deep ice cores at Siple Dome in West Antarctica and North-GRIP in 734 

northern Greenland. New high-resolution measurement techniques have provided 735 

subannual resolution for several parameters, and these data have been used for the North-736 

GRIP core to provide absolute dating, the GICC05 chronology, back to 60 ka (Svensson 737 

et al., 2005; Rasmussen et al., 2006; Vinther et al., 2006). The GISP2 and GRIP ice cores 738 

have also been synchronized with the North-GRIP core through MIS 2 (Rasmussen et al., 739 

2006; in press). 740 

The temperature shifts into the warm intervals in the millennial climate changes, 741 

which are called interstadials (Johnsen et al., 1992; Dansgaard et al., 1993), have been 742 

found to vary from 10° to 16°C on the basis of borehole thermometry (Cuffey et al., 743 

1995; Johnsen et al., 1995; Jouzel et al., 1997) and of studies of the isotopic effect of 744 

thermal firn diffusion on gas isotopes (Severinghaus et al., 1998; Lang et al., 1999; 745 

Leuenberger et al., 1999; Landais et al., 2004; Huber et al., 2006). 746 

The North-GRIP core, the most recent of the Greenland deep cores and the one on 747 

which the most effort was expended in counting annual layers, shows that typically the 748 
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rapid warmings into interstadials are recorded as increases in only 20 years in the 20-year 749 

averages of isotopic values during MIS 2 and MIS 3; this information indicates 750 

temperature changes of 0.5°C/yr or faster. 751 

In the Holocene period, the approximately 160-year-long cold event about 8.2 ka, 752 

which produced  4°–5°C cooling in Greenland (Leuenberger et al., 1999), began in less 753 

than 20 years, and perhaps much less. The cooling is believed to have been caused by the 754 

emptying of Lake Agassiz (reviewed by Alley and Agustsdottir, 2005), and the rapid 755 

transitions found bear witness to the dynamic nature of the North Atlantic circulation in 756 

jumping to a new mode. 757 

The Younger Dryas and the 8.2 ka cold event (section 7.3.5a) are well known in 758 

Europe and in Arctic regions, but they appear to have been much weaker or absent in 759 

other Arctic regions (see reviews by Alley and Agustsdottir (2005) and Alley (2007); 760 

note that strong signals of these events are found in some but not all lower-latitude 761 

regions). The signal of the Younger Dryas did extend across the Arctic to Alaska (see 762 

Peteet, 1995a,b; Hajdas et al., 1998). Lake sediment records from the eastern Canadian 763 

Arctic contain evidence for both excursions (Miller et al., 2005).  764 

The 8.2 ka event is recorded at two sites as a notable readvance of cirque glaciers 765 

and outlet glaciers of local ice caps at 8,200 ± 100 years (Miller et al., 2005). In some 766 

lakes not dominated by runoff of meltwater from glaciers, a reduction in primary 767 

productivity is apparent at the same time. These records suggest that colder summers 768 

during the event without a dramatic reduction in precipitation produced positive mass 769 

balances and glacier re-advances. For most local glaciers, this readvance was the last 770 

important one before they receded behind their Little Ice Age margins. Organic carbon 771 
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accumulation in a West Greenland lake sediment record suggests a decrease in biotic 772 

productivity synchronous with the negative δ18O excursion in the GRIP ice core 773 

(Willemse and Törnqvist, 1999). 774 

Few Arctic lakes contain records that extend through Younger Dryas time. And 775 

despite the strong signal indicative of rapid, dramatic Younger Dryas cooling in 776 

Greenland ice cores, no definitive records document or refute accompanying glacier 777 

expansion or cold around the edge of the Greenland ice sheet (Funder and Hansen, 1996; 778 

Björck et al., 2002) (discussed in chapter 7), near Svalbard (Svendson and Mangerud, 779 

1992), or in Arctic Canada (Miller et al., 2005). These observations are consistent with 780 

the joint observations that the events primarily occurred in wintertime, whereas most 781 

paleoclimatic indicators are more sensitive to summertime conditions. Moreover, the 782 

events manifested primarily in the North Atlantic and surroundings, and their amplitude 783 

was reduced away from the North Atlantic (Denton et al., 2005; Alley, 2007; also see 784 

Björck et al., 2002). This means in turn that the rate of climate change associated with 785 

these events, although truly spectacular in the north Atlantic, was much smaller 786 

elsewhere (poorly constrained, but perhaps only one-tenth as large in many parts of the 787 

Arctic, and a region of zero temperature change somewhere on the planet separated the 788 

northern regions of cooling from the southern regions of weak warming). The globally 789 

averaged signal in temperature change was weak, although in some regions rainfall seems 790 

to have changed very markedly (e.g., Cai et al., 2008).  791 

 792 

 6.4.4  Higher-Frequency Events Especially in the Holocene 793 

The Holocene record, although showing greatly muted fluctuations in temperature 794 
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as compared with earlier times, is not entirely without variations. As noted above, a slow 795 

variation during the Holocene is linked with orbital forcing and decay of the great ice 796 

sheets. Riding on the back of this variation are oscillations of roughly 1°C or less, at 797 

various temporal spacings. Great effort has been expended in determining what is signal 798 

versus noise in these records, because the signals are so small, and issues of whether 799 

events are broadly synchronous or not become important.  800 

A few rather straightforward conclusions can be stated with some confidence. Ice-801 

core records from Greenland show the forcing and response of individual volcanic 802 

eruptions. A large explosive eruption caused a cooling of roughly 1°C in Greenland, and 803 

the cooling and then warming each lasted roughly 1 year (Grootes and Stuiver, 1997; 804 

Stuiver et al., 1997), although a cool “tail” lasted longer. Thus, the temperature changes 805 

associated with volcanic eruptions are strong, 1°C/year, but not sustained. Because 806 

volcanic eruptions are essentially random in time, accidental clustering in time can 807 

influence longer term trends stochastically. 808 

The possible role of solar variability in Holocene changes (and in older changes; 809 

e.g., Braun et al., 2005) is of considerable interest. Ice-core records are prominent in 810 

reconstruction of solar forcing (e.g., Bard et al., 2007; Muscheler et al., 2007). 811 

Identification of climate variability correlated with solar variability then allows 812 

assessment of the solar influence and the rates of change caused by the solar variability.  813 

Much study has focused on the role of the Sun in the oscillations within the 814 

interval from the so-called Medieval Warm Period through the Little Ice Age and the 815 

subsequent warming to recent conditions. The reader is especially referred to Hegerl et al. 816 

(2007). In Greenland, the Little Ice Age–Medieval Warm Period oscillation had an 817 
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amplitude of roughly 1°C. Attribution exercises show that much of this amplitude can be 818 

explained by volcanic forcing in response to the changing frequency of large eruptions 819 

(Hegerl et al., 2007). In addition, some of this temperature change might reflect oceanic 820 

changes (Broecker, 2000; Renssen et al., 2006), but some fraction is probably attributable 821 

to solar forcing (Hegerl et al., 2007). Although the time from Medieval Warm Period to 822 

Little Ice Age to recent warmth is about 1 millennium, there are warmings and coolings  823 

in that interval that suggest that the changes involved are probably closer to 1°C/century; 824 

some fraction of that change is attributable to solar forcing and some to volcanic and 825 

perhaps to oceanic processes. Because recent studies tend to indicate greater importance 826 

for volcanic forcing than for solar forcing (Hegerl et al., 2007), changes of 0.3°C/century 827 

may be a reasonable estimate of an upper limit for the solar forcing observed (but with 828 

notable uncertainty). Weak variations of the ice-core isotopic ratios that correlate with the 829 

sunspot cycles and other inferred solar periodicities similarly indicate a weak solar 830 

influence (Stuiver et al., 1997; Grootes and Stuiver, 1997). Whether a weak solar 831 

influence acting on millennial time scales is evident in poorly quantified paleoclimatic 832 

indicators (Bond et al., 2001) remains a hotly debated topic. The ability to explain the 833 

Medieval Warm Period–Little Ice Age oscillation without appeal to such a periodicity 834 

and the evidently very small role of any solar forcing in those events largely exclude a 835 

major role for such millennial oscillations in the Holocene.  836 

The warming from the Little Ice Age extends into the instrumental record, 837 

generally consistent with the considerations above. In the reconstruction of Delworth and 838 

Knutson (2000), the Arctic sections show warming of roughly 1°C in the first half of the 839 

20th century (and with peak warming rates of twice that average). The warming likely 840 
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arose from some combination of volcanic, solar, and human (McConnell et al., 2007) 841 

forcing, and perhaps some oceanic forcing. The warming was followed by weak cooling 842 

and then a similar warming in the latter 20th century (roughly 1°C per 30 years) primarily 843 

attributable to human forcing with little and perhaps opposing natural forcing (Hegerl et 844 

al., 2007).  845 

As noted in section 4.2 on forcings (see above; also see Bard and Delaguye, 846 

2008), the lack of correlation between indicators of climate and indicators of past 847 

magnetic-field strength, or between indicators of climate and indicators of in-fall rate of 848 

extraterrestrial materials, means that any role of these possible forcings must be minor 849 

and perhaps truly zero.  850 

 851 

6.5 Summary 852 

 853 

The discussion in the previous section produced estimates of peak rates of climate 854 

change associated with different causes. These estimates are plotted in a summary 855 

fashion in Figure 6.6. As one goes to longer times, the total size of changes increases, but 856 

the rate of change decreases. Such behavior is unsurprising; a sprinter changes position 857 

very rapidly but does not sustain the rate, so that in a few hours the marathon runner 858 

covers more ground. To illustrate this concept, regression lines were added through the 859 

tectonic, ice-age, volcano, volcanoes, and solar points; abrupt climate changes and 860 

human-caused changes were omitted from this regression because of difficulty in 861 

estimating an Arctic-wide value.  862 

 863 
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FIGURE 6.6 NEAR HERE 864 

 865 

The local effects of the abrupt climate changes in the North Atlantic are clearly 866 

anomalous compared with the general trend of the regression lines, and changes were 867 

both large and rapid. These events have commanded much scientific attention for 868 

precisely this reason. However, globally averaged, these events are unimpressive: they 869 

fall well below the regression lines, thus demonstrating clearly the difference between 870 

global and regional behavior. An Arctic-wide assessment would plot closer to the 871 

regression lines than do either the local Greenland or global values. 872 

Thus far, human influence does not stand out relative to other, natural causes of 873 

climate change. However, the projected changes can easily rise above those trends, 874 

especially if human influence continues for more than a hundred years and rises above 875 

the IPCC “mid-range” A1B scenario. No generally accepted way exists to formally assess 876 

the effects or importance of size versus rate of climate change, so no strong conclusions 877 

should be drawn from the observations here.  878 

The data clearly show that strong natural variability has been characteristic of the 879 

Arctic at all time scales considered. The data suggest the twin hypotheses that the human 880 

influence on rate and size of climate change thus far does not stand out strongly from 881 

other causes of climate change, but that projected human changes in the future may do so.  882 

The report here relied much more heavily on ice-core data from Greenland than is 883 

ideal in assessing Arctic-wide changes. Great opportunities exist for generation and 884 

synthesis of other data sets to improve and extend the results here, using the techniques 885 

described in this chapter. If widely applied, such research could remove the over-reliance 886 
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on Greenland data. 887 

888 
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Chapter 6 Figure Captions 888 

 889 

Figure 6.1 “Weather” versus “climate,” in annual temperatures for the 890 

continental United States, 1960–2007. Red lines, trends for 4-year segments that 891 

show how the time period affects whether the trend appears to depict warming, 892 

cooling, or no change. Various lines show averages of different number of years, 893 

all centered on 1990: Dark blue dash, 3 years; dark blue, 7 years; light blue dash, 894 

11 years; light blue, 15 years; and green, 19 years. The perceived trend can be 895 

warming, cooling, or no change depending on the length of time considered. 896 

Climate is normally taken as a 30-year average; all 30-year-long intervals (1960–897 

1989 through 1978–2007) warmed significantly (greater than 95% confidence), 898 

whereas only 1 of the 45 possible trend-lines (17 are shown) has a slope that is 899 

markedly different from zero with more than 95% confidence. Thus, a climate-900 

scale interpretation of these data indicates warming, whereas shorter-term 901 

(“weather”) interpretations lead to variable but insignificant trends. Data from 902 

United States Historical Climatology Network, 903 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/cag3/cag3.html (Easterling et al., 904 

1996).  905 

 906 

Figure 6.2 Paleomagnetic secular variations records (left), tephrochronology 907 

records (right), and calibrated radiocarbon ages for cores MD99-2269 and -2322 (center) 908 

provide a template for Holocene stratigraphy of the Denmark Straits region (after Stoner 909 

et al., 2007, and Kirstjansdottir et al., 2007). Solid lines, tephra horizons in core 2269. 910 
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 911 

Figure 6.3 Precision versus accuracy in radiocarbon dates. Blue circle, 912 

accelerated mass spectrometry (AMS) 14C date on the humic acid (HA) fraction of the 913 

total dissolved organic carbon (DOC) extracted from a sediment core from the eastern 914 

Canadian Arctic. Red circle, AMS 14C date on macrofossil of aquatic moss from 75.6 cm, 915 

the same stratigraphic depth as a HA-DOC date. Dashed line is the best estimate of the 916 

age-depth model for the core. Samples taken 1–2 cm apart for HA-DOC dates show a 917 

systematic down-core trend suggesting that the precision is within the uncertainty of the 918 

measurements (±40 to ±80 years), whereas the discrepancy between macrofossil and HA-919 

DOC dates from the same stratigraphic depth demonstrates an uncertainty in the accuracy 920 

of the HA-DOC ages of nearly 600 years. Data from Miller et al. (1999). 921 

 922 

Figure 6.4 Down-core changes in organic carbon (measured as loss-on-ignition 923 

(LOI)) in a lake sediment core from the eastern Canadian Arctic. At the base of the 924 

record, organic carbon increased sharply from about 2% to greater than 20% in less than 925 

100 years, but the age of the rapid change has an uncertainty of 500 years. Data are from 926 

Briner et al. (2006). 927 

 928 

Figure 6.5 A linescan image of NGRIP ice core interval 2528.35–2530.0 m 929 

depth. Gray layers, annual cloudy bands; annual layers are about 1.5 cm thick. Age of 930 

this interval is about 72 ka,  which corresponds with Greenland Interstadial 19. (Svensson 931 

et al., 2005) 932 

 933 
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Figure 6.6 Summary of estimated peak rates of change and sizes of changes 934 

associated with various classes of cause. Error bars are not provided because of difficulty 935 

of quantifying them, but high precision is not implied. Both panels have logarithmic 936 

scales on both axes (log-log plots) to allow the huge range of behavior to be shown in a 937 

single figure. The natural changes during the Little Ice Age–Medieval Warm Period have 938 

been somewhat arbitrarily partitioned as 0.6°C for changes in volcanic-eruption 939 

frequency (labeled “volcanoes” to differentiate from the effects of a single eruption, 940 

labeled “volcano”), and 0.3°C for solar forcing to provide an upper limit on solar causes; 941 

a larger volcanic role and smaller solar role would be easy to defend (Hegerl et al., 2007), 942 

but a larger solar role is precluded by available data and interpretations. The abrupt 943 

climate changes are shown for local Greenland values and for a poorly constrained global 944 

estimate of 0.1°C. These numbers are intended to reperesent the Arctic as a whole, but 945 

much Greenland ice-core data have been used in determinations. The instrumental record 946 

has been used to assess human effects (see Delworth and Knutson, 2000 and Hegerl et al., 947 

2007). The “human” contribution may have been overestimated and natural fluctuations 948 

may have contributed to the late-20th-century change, but one also cannot exclude the 949 

possibility that the “human” contribution was larger than shown here and that natural 950 

variability offset some of the change. The ability of climate models to explain widespread 951 

changes in climate primarily on the basis of human forcing, and the evidence that there is 952 

little natural forcing during the latter 20th century (Hegerl et al., 2007), motivate the plot 953 

as shown. Also included for scaling is the projection for the next century (from 1980–954 

1999 to 2080–2099 means) for the IPCC SRES A1B emissions scenario (one often 955 

termed “middle of the road”) scaled from Figure 10.7 of Meehl et al. (2007); see also 956 
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Chapman and Walsh (2007). This scenario is shown as the black square labeled A1B; a 957 

different symbol shows the fundamental difference of this scenario-based projection from 958 

data-based interpretations for the other results on the figure. Human changes could be 959 

smaller or larger than shown as A1B, and they may continue to possibly much larger 960 

values further into the future. There is no guarantee that human disturbance will end 961 

before the end of the 21st century, as plotted here. The regression lines pass through 962 

tectonic, ice-age, solar, volcano, and volcanoes; they are included solely to guide the eye 963 

and not to imply mechanisms.  964 

965 
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 965 

 966 

 967 

Figure 6.1. A “Weather” versus “climate,” in annual temperatures for the 968 

continental United States, 1960–2007. Red lines, trends for 4-year 969 

segments that show how the time period affects whether the trend appears 970 

to depict warming, cooling, or no change. Various lines show averages of 971 

different number of years, all centered on 1990: Dark blue dash, 3 years; 972 

dark blue, 7 years; light blue dash, 11 years; light blue, 15 years; and 973 

green, 19 years. The perceived trend can be warming, cooling, or no 974 

change depending on the length of time considered. Climate is normally 975 

taken as a 30-year average; all 30-year-long intervals (1960–1989 through 976 
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1978–2007) warmed significantly (greater than 95% confidence), whereas 977 

only 1 of the 45 possible trend-lines (17 are shown) has a slope that is 978 

markedly different from zero with more than 95% confidence. Thus, a 979 

climate-scale interpretation of these data indicates warming, whereas 980 

shorter-term (“weather”) interpretations lead to variable but insignificant 981 

trends. Data from United States Historical Climatology Network, 982 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/cag3/cag3.html (Easterling 983 

et al., 1996).    984 
 985 
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 986 

Figure 6.2 Paleomagnetic secular variations records (left), tephrochronology records (right), and calibrated radiocarbon ages for cores 987 

MD99-2269 and -2322 (center) provide a template for Holocene stratigraphy of the Denmark Straits region (after Stoner et al., 2007, 988 

and Kirstjansdottir et al., 2007). Solid lines, tephra horizons in core 2269.989 
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 990 

 991 
 992 
Figure 6.3 Precision versus accuracy in radiocarbon dates. Blue circle, accelerated mass 993 

spectrometry (AMS) 14C date on the humic acid (HA) fraction of the total dissolved 994 

organic carbon (DOC) extracted from a sediment core from the eastern Canadian Arctic. 995 

Red circle, AMS 14C date on macrofossil of aquatic moss from 75.6 cm, the same 996 

stratigraphic depth as a HA-DOC date. Dashed line is the best estimate of the age-depth 997 

model for the core. Samples taken 1–2 cm apart for HA-DOC dates show a systematic 998 

down-core trend suggesting that the precision is within the uncertainty of the 999 

measurements (±40 to ±80 years), whereas the discrepancy between macrofossil and HA-1000 

DOC dates from the same stratigraphic depth demonstrates an uncertainty in the accuracy 1001 

of the HA-DOC ages of nearly 600 years. Data from Miller et al. (1999). 1002 

1003 
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 1003 

 1004 
 1005 
Figure 6.4 Down-core changes in organic carbon (measured as loss-on-ignition (LOI)) in 1006 

a lake sediment core from the eastern Canadian Arctic. At the base of the record, organic 1007 

carbon increased sharply from about 2% to greater than 20% in less than 100 years, but 1008 

the age of the rapid change has an uncertainty of 500 years. Data are from Briner et al. 1009 

(2006).1010 
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 1011 
 1012 
 1013 
 1014 
 1015 
 1016 
 1017 

 1018 

Figure 6.5. A linescan image of NGRIP ice core interval 2528.35–2530.0 m depth. Gray layers, annual cloudy bands; annual layers 1019 

are about 1.5 cm thick. Age of this interval is about 72 ka,  which corresponds with Greenland Interstadial 19. (Svensson et al., 2005)1020 

 1021 
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 1022 

Figure 6.6. Summary of estimated peak rates of change and sizes of changes associated with 1023 

various classes of cause. Error bars are not provided because of difficulty of quantifying them, 1024 

but high precision is not implied. Both panels have logarithmic scales on both axes (log-log 1025 

plots) to allow the huge range of behavior to be shown in a single figure. The natural changes 1026 

during the Little Ice Age–Medieval Warm Period have been somewhat arbitrarily partitioned as 1027 

0.6°C for changes in volcanic-eruption frequency (labeled “volcanoes” to differentiate from the 1028 

effects of a single eruption, labeled “volcano”), and 0.3°C for solar forcing to provide an upper 1029 

limit on solar causes; a larger volcanic role and smaller solar role would be easy to defend 1030 

(Hegerl et al., 2007), but a larger solar role is precluded by available data and interpretations. 1031 

The abrupt climate changes are shown for local Greenland values and for a poorly constrained 1032 

global estimate of 0.1°C. These numbers are intended to reperesent the Arctic as a whole, but 1033 

much Greenland ice-core data have been used in determinations. The instrumental record has 1034 

been used to assess human effects (see Delworth and Knutson, 2000 and Hegerl et al., 2007). 1035 

The “human” contribution may have been overestimated and natural fluctuations may have 1036 
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contributed to the late-20th-century change, but one also cannot exclude the possibility that the 1037 

“human” contribution was larger than shown here and that natural variability offset some of the 1038 

change. The ability of climate models to explain widespread changes in climate primarily on the 1039 

basis of human forcing, and the evidence that there is little natural forcing during the latter 20th 1040 

century (Hegerl et al., 2007), motivate the plot as shown. Also included for scaling is the 1041 

projection for the next century (from 1980–1999 to 2080–2099 means) for the IPCC SRES A1B 1042 

emissions scenario (one often termed “middle of the road”) scaled from Figure 10.7 of Meehl et 1043 

al. (2007); see also Chapman and Walsh (2007). This scenario is shown as the black square 1044 

labeled A1B; a different symbol shows the fundamental difference of this scenario-based 1045 

projection from data-based interpretations for the other results on the figure. Human changes 1046 

could be smaller or larger than shown as A1B, and they may continue to possibly much larger 1047 

values further into the future. There is no guarantee that human disturbance will end before the 1048 

end of the 21st century, as plotted here. The regression lines pass through tectonic, ice-age, solar, 1049 

volcano, and volcanoes; they are included solely to guide the eye and not to imply mechanisms. 1050 

 1051 
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